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ABSTRACT 
 
Based on analysis of basic photonic Doppler velocimetry (PDV), a formula to measure velocity variation in a single 
cycle is put forward. PDV has been improved in three aspects, namely, the laser, the detector and the data processing. A 
measurement system for velocity of the initial stage of a shock motion has been demonstrated. Instantaneous velocity 
measurements have been performed. The experimental results have a good agreement with the values obtained from the 
accelerometer. Compared with the traditional fringe method, the proposed method in this paper can identify 
instantaneous velocity variation. So it is particularly suitable for measuring the velocity in the transient acceleration 
process of shock waves and detonation waves. 
Optical fiber sensor; Instantaneous velocity mearuement; All-fiber photonic Doppler velocimetry; Shock waves and 
detonation waves 
 
1. Introduction 
Laser velocity measurement is one of the primary method for investigating shock waves, detonation waves, et cetera. 
It is also used in development of new materials, fine processing technology, seismic wave detection and noise control. 
With the maturity of optical fiber technology and improvement of optoelectronic devices, replacing the traditional 
velocimeter with all-fiber velocity interferometer has become a trend [1-3]. In 2004, O. T. Strand et al proposed a 
heterodyne velocimetry[4], also called photonic Doppler velocimetry (PDV). Using the square-law detection 
characteristic of the detector, the beat signal between the signal light and the reference light is generated at the detector. 
The beat signal is then recorded on a digitizer. The velocity of the moving object is obtained by calculating the number 
of the beat period (also called interference fringe number). Then they improved the velocimetry and built a four-channel 
system [5]. Subsequently, other researchers made a lot of similar work [6-9], verified the system, and improved the 
measurement accuracies.  
Although the PDV based on the fringe method has many advantages, such as compact structure, low costs, and 
insensitive to random fluctuations of light intensity, its suitable range is limited. When using fringe method in PDV, the 
moving distance of the object should be greater than one-half the light wavelength, otherwise, a full beat cycle could not 
be observed. However, in detonation experiment, the transient acceleration process in the beginning of the movement is 
even more important. At this stage, the movement time of the object is very short, initial velocity is very small but 
acceleration is very large. The measured fringe number is less than one or only a few. It is difficult to achieve the precise 
measurement of transient velocity. 
For this reason, a formula to measure accurately velocity in a single cycle is put forward, and PDV has been 
improved. The instantaneous velocity in the initial stage of a shock motion is obtained by the improved PDV and the 
formula.  
 
2. Principle of photonic Doppler velocimetry 
A basic PDV structure is shown in Fig.1. The light from the laser is transported to port 1 of the circulator, then from  
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port 2 to the sensing probe. At the probe surface, a part of the light reflected is as the reference light beam; another part 
transmitted out of the surface is as the signal light beam, which illuminates the moving surface and reflected with 
Doppler shift back to the probe again. The reference and the signal light beams are sent from port 3 to the detector. 
Depending on the square-law detection characteristic of the detector, the beat signal is generated at the detector by 
mixing the two beams and is then recorded on the digitizer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assume the electrical field amplitudes of reference and signal beams are 10E and 20E , respectively, the original 
frequency of light is f, the phases are 1( )tϕ and 2( )tϕ . Then the two light fields at the detector are expressed as 
[ ]1 10 1cos 2 ( )E E ft tπ ϕ= + ,  2 20 2cos[2 ( )]E E ft tπ ϕ= +                    （1） 
The phase of reference light is a constant independent from the moving object, so 1 10( )tϕ ϕ= . Due to Doppler Effect, 
the phase of the signal beam is given by 
2 20 0
4( ) ( )d
t
t u t tπϕ ϕ λ= + ∫                                    （2） 
where 2 20(0)ϕ ϕ= , ( )u t is the instantaneous velocity of the object. Therefore, the light intensity at the detector can be 
written as 
1 2 1 2 00
42 cos ( )d
t
I I I I I u t tπ Δϕλ
⎡ ⎤= + + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫                          （3） 
where 20 10ϕ ϕ ϕΔ = − . Assume 
0
2Int ( )d
t
N u t tλ
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫                                    （4） 
where Int means to get integer, and N is the observed periodic number (the fringe number). The velocity of the moving 
object is then related to N by 
d( )
2 d 2 ( )
Nu t
t t
λ λ
τ= =                                   （5） 
where τ(t) is the beat period. It is easy to see that the accurately measured light intensity 1I and 2I are not required using 
the fringe method. So the method has the high ability of anti-interference. Besides, to avoid low frequency interference 
and enhance detection sensitivity, high-speed AC detector usually be used, which has greater than 10 kHz low-cut-off 
frequency. 
Evidently, ( )u t in Eq.(5) is the average velocity of a cycle. It is difficult to measure accurately the velocity of the 
object driven by an impulsive force. To solve the problem, a new formula is derived as follows. From Eq. (3), the 
maximum and minimum intensity are given by 
max 1 2 1 22I I I I I= + + ,    min 1 2 1 22I I I I I= + −                     （6） 
therefore  
                   ( )1 2 max min / 2I I I I+ = + ,   ( )1 2 max min2 / 2I I I I= −                   （7） 
Find the first derivative of Eq. (3) with respect to time, then u(t) is expressed as follows: 
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Fig. 1 PDV system principle diagram 
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( ) ( ){ } 12 2max min max mind( ) / 2 ( ) / 24 dIu t I I I t I Itλπ −= − − − − +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦                 （8） 
From this, it can be seen that the absolute value of intensity versus time I(t) should be measured to calculate u(t). In 
order to measure accurately I(t), the PDV has been improved. Firstly, replace the AC detector with a DC-AC detector 
which has bandwidth from DC to 10GHz. Secondly, maintain the stability of Imax and Imin. For this reason, we design 
more stable light source and use a DC detector to monitor the source power. The power fluctuations are less than 0.3dB. 
Furthermore, the linewidth is as narrow as 200 kHz, which provide better fringe contrasts. Thirdly, eliminate noise in the 
recorded data. Considering the hardware can not suppress the noise in order to obtain the DC and high frequency AC 
components of the beat signal, the software filtering technique and function fitting are used.  
 
3. The experimental results and data analysis 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The semiconductor laser (CQF938/400) produced by JDSU has 100 
mw output operating at 1553.29 nm with linewidth of 209.6 KHz. Vibrating object is an aluminum sheet driven by a 
vibration generator(4089) produced by B&K. The probe is a GRIN lens. The beat signal is recorded by a LeCroy 
digitizer with a photodetector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To study the transient process of shock motion, we have developed a single pulse generator which can produce a 
250 μs rectangular pulse. The both signal and reference light beams are sent to the detector, and then the beat signal is 
displayed and recorded by the digitizer. The acceleration of aluminum sheet is measured by the accelerator and is also 
displayed and recorded by the digitizer. The experimental result for the signal pulse is shown in Fig. 3. The measured 
beat signal is on the top and acceleration is on the bottom. 
From the figure we can see that noise exists in the recorded data. The noise will lead to great errors of differential 
operation dI/dt. To solve the problem, we obtain the frequency spectrum of the beat signals using fast Fourier transform, 
and after removing the noise frequency components we obtain the signal in time domain again using inverse fast Fourier 
transform. Even so, there is still noise in the beat frequency range which is not easy to eliminate. For this reason, we 
process the data again using the curve fitting. In the end, the speed and acceleration are calculated using the processed 
data and Eq.(8), shown in Figure 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 4 The velocity of the moving object as a function of the time Fig. 3 The interference fringes and the acceleration  
Fig. 2 Experimental system  (a) block diagram  (b) picture 
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The acceleration curve in Fig. 5 is obtained using PDV. It has a good agreement with the cure on the bottom of Fig.3 
which is measured using the accelerator. That shows that our PDV can accurately measure the transient acceleration 
process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a formula used to measure accurately velocity in a single cycle and improve the basic PDV,  
namely, using a DC-AC detector instead of the original high-speed AC detector, designing a more stable light source 
which power fluctuations in the range of 0.3 dB, eliminating noise in the original data using filtering and fitting method. 
Then we measure instantaneous velocity of a shock motion using PDV and an accelerator. The results measured by PDV 
are good agreement with that one obtained from the accelerator. This shows that it is correct to calculate instantaneous 
velocity using Eq. (8) and this method is particularly suitable for measuring transient acceleration process of the 
explosive wave and shock wave.  
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Fig. 5 The acceleration of the moving object as a function of the time 
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